Practice Questions (LbD) on LeD 4.1

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2020-03-07, 23:59 IST.

Instructions:
The learning by doing (LbD) activities are aimed at providing practice questions, and will not be considered in final grading. This LbD activity consist of 2 practice questions, which are based on LeD 4.1 of Week 4.

1) Which of the following are features of Lxi?

- a. Focus Question
- b. Video
- c. Discussion Threads in Forum
- d. Reflection Quiz
- e. Additional Resources

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Feedback:

a) This is correct. The focus question is a feature of Lxi, and it helps primarily in anchoring the discussion.
b) This is incorrect. Video is not a feature of the Lxi. Video is primarily a technology that supports information transfer, and not for learner interactions.
c) This is correct. Discussion Threads in forum are one of the features of Lxi. The discussion forum provides the platform for learners to participate in the discussion surrounding the focus question.
d) This is correct. Reflection Quiz is a feature of Lxi. Reflection Quiz helps in incentivizing learner participation in the discussion.
e) Additional Resources is not a feature of Lxi. Learners/Instructors may contribute additional resources as a part of the discussion, but that is not always mandatory.

Accepted Answers:
a. Focus Question
c. Discussion Threads in Forum
d. Reflection Quiz

2) Which of the following is an intended purpose of a focus question? [Tick all that apply]

- a. Anchor discussion on the forum
- b. Setup deliverable for the discussion forum activity
- c. Incentivize participation on the forum
- d. Avoid scatter in discussions

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Feedback:

a) Yes, focus question plays the role of anchoring the discussion.
b) Yes, focus question clearly sets up deliverables for the activity, avoiding scatter in the discussion.
c) This is incorrect. Reflection quiz, based on the interactions on the discussion forum, is used to incentivize learners’ participation on the forum.
d) Yes, with the focus question, the posts are generally centred around it. This avoids the scattered discussions, which is one of the prevalent challenges in MOOC discussion forums.

Accepted Answers:
a. Anchor discussion on the forum
b. Setup deliverable for the discussion forum activity
d. Avoid scatter in discussions